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MANILA: When Mary Ann San Jose moved to
Sitio Pariahan more than two decades ago, she
could walk to the local chapel. Today, reaching it
requires a swim. The main culprit is catastrophic
subsidence caused by groundwater being
pumped out from below, often via unregulated
wells for homes, factories, and farms catering to
a booming population and growing economy.

The steady sinking of coastal towns and
islets like Pariahan in the northern Philippines
has caused Manila Bay’s brackish water to pour
inland and displace thousands, posing a greater
threat than rising sea levels due to climate
change. “It was so beautiful here before...
Children were playing in the streets,” San Jose
said, adding: “Now we always need to use a
boat.” Most of the former residents have scat-
tered to other parts of the region. Just a handful
of families remain in Pariahan, which had its own
elementary school, a basketball court and a
chapel before the water flowed in. 

These days just the flooded chapel, a cluster
of shacks on bamboo stilts where San Jose lives
with her family, and a few homes on a bump of
land remain. The children that live there commute
20 minutes by boat to a school inland and most
of the residents eke out a living by fishing.  The
provinces of Pampanga and Bulacan — where

Pariahan is located — have sunk between four
and six centimeters annually since 2003, accord-
ing to satellite monitoring. “It’s really a disaster
that is already happening... It’s a slow-onset dis-
aster,” explained Narod Eco, who is part of a
group of scientists tracking the problem.

Threat to lives 
By comparison, the UN estimates average

sea level rise globally is about three millimeters
per year. The creeping bay waters put people
and property at risk, while the threat is ampli-
fied by high-tides and flooding brought by the
roughly 20 storms that pound the archipelago
every year. Some areas have raised roads in an
effort to keep up with the sinking, creating odd
scenes where the street surface is at the height
of door knobs on roadside buildings.

At least 5,000 people have been forced out
of the mostly rural coastal areas north of Manila
in recent decades as the bay water has moved
further inland, regional disaster officials said.
The sinking is very likely permanent because
the ground in the hardest hit areas is mostly
clay, which sticks together after the water is
pulled out. The fate of towns such as Pariahan
provides a preview of the problems that may
await some of the capital’s 13 million people.

Sections of Manila along the shore of the bay
are sinking too, with excess groundwater pump-
ing being the most likely cause, Eco, the
researcher, told AFP. The subsidence there
though is at a slower rate than the northern
coastal communities, potentially due to less
pumping or differences in the soil, he added. A
moratorium on new wells in the greater Manila
area has been in place since 2004. But enforcing
that ban as well as shuttering existing illegal
wells, falls to the National Water Resource Board
and its roughly 100 staffers who are responsible
for policing the whole country. “We have insuffi-
cient manpower resources,” the board’s director
Sevillo David told AFP. “It’s a very big challenge
for us, but I think we are doing the best we can.” 

The demand for water has soared as
Manila’s population has nearly doubled since
1985, and the size of the nation’s economy has
expanded roughly ten-fold over the same peri-
od. This explosive growth has created a raven-
ous demand for water, especially in the agri-
culture and manufacturing industries to the
north of the capital. “The sinking is a very
serious threat to people, their livelihoods and
cultures,” said Joseph Estadilla, a spokesman
for alliance seeking to protect Manila Bay
coastal communities. — AFP

Doctors start
halting support 
for vegetative
Frenchman
REIMS: French doctors yesterday began
switching off the life support of a quadri-
plegic man who has been in a vegetative
state for the last decade, in a hugely con-
troversial case that has divided France. The
dispute over the fate of Vincent Lambert,
42, who was left with severe brain damage
after a traffic accident in 2008, has split his
own family and even become a subject of
political tension in France ahead of the
weekend’s European elections.

His parents, devout Catholics, have
repeatedly launched court action to keep
him alive, putting them at odds with
Lambert’s wife and five siblings who
believe the most humane course is to let
him die. Following a final judicial ruling to

end the nutrition and hydration Lambert
receives, doctors yesterday started halting
his life support at the Sebastopol Hospital
in the northern French city of Reims. 

Medical sources told AFP that under
these conditions it would mean that
Lambert dies within days or a week. Jean
Paillot, the lawyer for Vincent Lambert’s
parents, said they would launch multiple
legal challenges in a last-ditch bid to pre-
vent Lambert dying, including with the
Paris court of appeal and the criminal
court of Reims.

Vincent Sanchez, the doctor treat-
ing Lambert who has been the target
of the parents’ anger, said in a message
to the family that the “halting of treat-
ments” and “profound and continued
sedation” had been initiated. In the
message seen by AFP, he urged every-
one to “ral ly around him (Vincent
Lambert) so these moments are as
peaceful, intimate and personal and
possible.” The parents’ lawyers had at
the weekend said they wanted Sanchez
removed from the case and also struck
off France’s medical register. — AFP

Sinking feeling: Philippine cities 
facing ‘slow-motion disaster’


